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The fourth industrial revolution does not even stop with intralogistics. Your trending topics such as digitalization, networking or
Internet of Things can also be found in Intralogistics 4.0. It´s especially exciting for us, when new technologies are used in innovative
solutions, which would not have been possible at all without these
technologies.
Thus, a major Dutch supermarket chain has implemented an
effective Intralogistics 4.0 solution in its logistics centers: the
company operates branches of various sizes. Floor plans, shelf
arrangement as well as the exact position of all product groups from
each individual branch are defined in networked IT system. Thanks
to this information, software used by the logistics center is in a
position to calculate a route-optimized and efficient distribution
A completely networked
route for product delivery through
supply chain is a p
 rerequisite the processes of the supermarket.
Based on the nature of goods, the
for efficient distribution
position of the shipment pallets is
created based on this sequence and
is created automatically by using robots. In the supermarket branch,
the employees just need to unload the pallet in the specified sequence from top to bottom and this will essentially ensure an
optimal route through the branch. Major diversions, which could
result from the loading of unorganized pallets, become thing of the
past. As a result, this form of route optimization – depending on the
sales area – will save up to 50% of the workforce.
This example shows that a completely networked
supply chain can react much more
efficiently thanks to the availability
of relevant information than a chain
of isolated processes. We are staying
abreast of these changes and present
you with our new supplement
‘f+h distribution’ from page 9. With
‘f+h’ distribution we look beyond the
realm of intralogistics and consider
the entire supply chain.
The distribution is linked
seamlessly with
intralogistics: what
belongs together,
grows together.
Holger Seybold
(Editor-in-Chief )
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Vanderlande increases the effectiveness of Swiss Post
Swiss Post has equipped their packet centers in Härkingen and Frauenfeld with an additional
packet sorting plant and commissioned Vanderlande, the general contractor with headquarters
in Veghel/Holland and a German subsidiary in Mönchengladbach, with the integration of the
two sorting systems. With the help
of this investment the operator
increased the performance of
their intralogistics at these
locations from 20,000 per hour to
more than 25,000 packets.
A core element of the extension of
both systems is a central
Crossorter 1500 with a capacity of
11,250 packets per hour. The
parcel center in Härkingen had
already started operating in July
2014, the parcel center in
Frauenfeld started operating in
October 2015.
www.vanderlande.com

Success for Terex Port Solutions in the
Arabian Gulf
Terex Port Solutions (TPS), Germany has received an
order from a subsidiary of International Container
Terminal Services, Inc. (ICTSI), China in Iraq for two Terex
ship to shore cranes (STS) and three rubber-tyred gantry
cranes (RTG). With this order including comprehensive
services, TPS and ICTSI, a leading global port operator, are
writing the next chapter in the history of their successful
cooperation. Previously TPS has supplied 24 RTG to three
different terminals operated by ICTSI in Madagascar, the
Philippines and Brazil.

WORLDWIDE NEWS

www.terexportsolutions.com
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Swisslog wins major order from Saudi
Arabian food producer
Saudi Arabian food producer Almarai has commissioned
Swisslog to automate its distribution logistics for their operations in Al Kharj. The value of the order is approximately 43
million euros. By the end of 2018, Swisslog will implement
automation projects in five phases. In addition to innovative
warehouse logistics, Swisslog will also handle on-site system
operation.
www.swisslog.com/middle-east

Jungheinrich and Heli establish
joint venture
Jungheinrich AG, Germany and Anhui Heli Co. Ltd. (Heli), China
are establishing a joint venture for material handling equipment
rentals on the Chinese market. Jungheinrich and Heli will each
hold a 50 per cent stake in the joint venture. The registered capital
amounts to 200 million RMB. The company will be headquartered in Shanghai. Operations are scheduled to begin in the
middle of 2016. The establishment of the joint venture is still
subject to the customary approvals.
www.jungheinrich.com

Siemens receives order to modernize and expand the
baggage handling system at Shanghai Hongqiao Airport
Siemens Postal, Parcel & Airport Logistics has received an order to modernize and
expand the baggage handling system in Terminal 1 at Shanghai Hongqiao Airport.
The company helps the airport operator to expand its capacities and further improve
passenger convenience. Some 38 million passengers passed through Hongqiao in
2014, making it the most important domestic airport in Shanghai. With 24 million
people, the business metropolis in Eastern China is one of the world’s largest cities.
www.siemens.com/logistics
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WIN EURASIA – GUEST COMMENTARY

Welcome to Eurasia’s
leading industry event
Turkey is a convenient networking hub that brings together manufacturers and buyers with its easily accessible and strategic location in the center of Asia, Europe and Middle East. With a population of 77 million people, Turkey is not only a promising and favorable market, but it also provides access to a huge market of 750
million people considering its neighboring countries.
Planning to achieve 100 billion USD’ worth of export, the manufacturing industry plays a major role in the course of action of
Turkey, a country which aims to achieve an export volume of 500
billion USD by 2023 and to rank among the top 10 economies
worldwide. As organizers of WIN Eurasia Automation, the leading
manufacturing technologies exhibition of Eurasia, we are contemplating and planning how we can contribute more to such development.
Known as manufacturing industry exhibition of Eurasia, WIN
Eurasia Automation offers a compact view on the manufacturing process together with automation,
hydraulic&pneumatic, electrotech and materials handling industries and provide all solutions necessary for a
factory from cables to fluid power technologies, driver
technologies to software, robot arms to automated guided vehicles under a single roof.
In the present day, the increasing needs of the developing
industrial world also increase the need for solutions in logistics, internal logistics industries and supply chain management.
Bringing together the logistics and internal logistics industry
which is a part of the production industry, Materials Handling
Eurasia Exhibition aims to create an environment where innovative products and services will be exhibited in the Lifting and Carrying, Storing and Loading, Collecting and Packing Systems and
Logistics Informatics areas.
With wide range product variety, WIN Eurasia Automation confirms why it is the region’s leading innovation event for visitors
who want to choose the best solutions for the developments of the
factory of the future. Named Industry 4.0, this new era is shaped
under the light of digital technological developments and puts
“smart factories” to the center of the industry. These new developments allow the machinery, computers, drives and control devices
in the manufacturing process to communicate with each other as
well as to coordinate and optimize themselves almost entirely
independent of human intervention. This reduces manufacturing
time, cost and energy use whereas increasing production quality.
This trend is a powerful force for transformation in the world’s
manufacturing industries now and it is affecting the countries in
which machine industry is a driving power for all economy such as
Turkey. The engineering capabilities and reasonable labor costs
enable machinery industry to offer a range of high-quality, reasonably proced products and components in Turkey. But on the other
hand, since Turkey’s machinery industry is currently labor intensive rather than capital intensive, cost-efficient manufacturing and
digitization will become crucial for Turkey in near-future. This is
why Turkish companies need to learn all about Industrie 4.0 now
and adapt to this new era in order not to lose their competitive
power.
The trade fair is also provide an effective business platform for
those who want to tap into new markets with high potential, espef+h Intralogistics 1/2016

cially Balkans, Central Asians, Middle Eastern and African
markets.
Last year, 1,581 companies from 21 countries used the event to
introduce their future-oriented solutions and generate new business in Turkey as well as Southern Europe, the Middle East, North
Africa, and CIS Countries. Turkey and especially Istanbul is the
hub for East-West and North-South axes with easy daily access
from 20 nearby countries. It also provides visa advantages to the
visitors and buyers who might have met strict visa requirements
while travelling to Europe or USA. So we can certainly say that
visitors who are looking either innovations or new business contacts will obtain a good opportunity during the event.
We are glad to introduce our exhibitors to the right buyers within
an international event and provide a comprehensive gathering to
exhibitors and visitors where they can share new technologies and
information.
On behalf of Hannover Messe Bileşim Fuarcılık, I am delighted to
welcome all exhibitors and visitors of WIN Eurasia Automation.
Please accept my best wishes for a wonderful and success trade
fair.
Yours faithfully,
Alexander Kühnel
General Manager
Hannover Messe Bileşim Fuarcılık
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f+h:
The next level

COMMENT FROM THE PUBLISHER

When we started with our first edition of f+h Intralogistics in
2009 with CeMAT Asia in Shanghai, it represented an important
and right step for us to provide information about the potential
in intralogistics sector and innovative strength of this industry.
Today f+h Intralogistics is available globally in various CeMAT
exhibitions as print magazine in the respective local language
and it is also available as E-Paper in English. The message about
the possibilities of intralogistics is transferred to design efficient
operational logistics processes and integrating such processes
into global business environment. However, the pace of
globalization and logistics has increased drastically since 2009
and the subject of global supply chain is gaining important at
higher level. That is good enough reason for us to expand our
publication. The product is called f+h Distribution and is
included as supplement, which deals with all the issues related

to Supply Chain and Supply Chain Management, to f+h
Intralogistics. As a result, the decision-makers worldwide will
receive important and actionable information, which will help
them to address complex tasks with appropriate strategic
alignment and organization and to implement efficient Supply
Chain strategies in real life. With the help of this extended
publication, we are addressing the management requirement
for scientific and practical reporting in the industry and we
hope that we will make a significant contribution in solving the
issues related to efficient Supply Chain structures.
Reiner Wesselowski
Publisher
f+h Intralogistics, f+h Distribution

Zalando opens its
first Fulfillment
Center in Italy
Zalando, the online platform
for fashion, is announcing the
opening of its first international
satellite fulfillment center. The
company has partnered with
logistics service provider Fiege,
which will operate the facility
located in Stradella, Italy. This
pilot will allow Zalando to
serve local customers in Italy
even faster and to quickly
answer the increasing demand
for e-commerce in the Italian
market.
The project represents the first
pilot of an international
footprint of the Zalando
logistics network, which until
now included three fulfillment
centers in Germany and a
fourth currently being developed in the south of Germany.

Pierre Fabre has commissioned ID Logistics to manage new
distribution platform
ID Logistics and Pierre Fabre announce their plans to create a new distribution platform in Muret/
France for the pharmaceutical and dermo-cosmetics laboratory. The platform will be managed by
the contract logistics group. This infrastructure will build an Pierre Fabre’s logistics capacities in
order to support the development of its Pierre Fabre Dermo-Cosmetics subsidiary abroad.
Constructed in accordance with HQE standards, the new platform will cover a site with a total
surface area of 135,000 square metre. Half of the site will be taken
up by storage warehouses providing a scalable storage capacity of
between 70,000 and 90,000 pallets.
By 2017, ID Logistics aims to employ a workforce of 50 to 60 staff at
the new site. Recruitment will begin at the end of 2016, to coincide
with the anticipated operational start-up of this new platform.
www.id-logistics.com

www.corporate.zalando.com

Duisport – leading
logistics hub in
Central Europe
Where the Rivers Rhine and
Ruhr meet, the harbor of
Duisport offers a wide range of
services: for exampel full
service packages in the field of
infrastructure and management as well as logistical
services in the fields of
packaging logistics and
transport of goods by rail.
Across an area of 3,335 acres
more than 3.4 million TEU are
transshipped each year.

FORWARDING · PORT TERMINALS · VPC/VDC-OPERATION · TRANSPORTATION · INLAND TERMINALS

Approximately 300 logistics
oriented companies located in
the Port of Duisburg benefit
from this full service provision,
generating an added value of
around 3,000 million Euros per
year.

Sustainable Logistics and Supply Chain Management
for your Finished Vehicle Logistics – powered by BLG.
Our word is our bond.
www.blg-logistics.com

www.duisport.com
BLG.indd 1

19.01.2016 11:41:59
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GUEST COMMENTARY

For BLG, Turkey means growth
At the beginning of 2015 BLG expanded its reach by opening a
transport and they covered the route to the Turkish port of
branch office in Istanbul. Turkey’s geographic location holds
Tekirdag in only four days.
great advantages for logistics. Istanbul is of great importance as
Last year we moved 13 block trains for one of our customers
a logistics hub. In Turkey we offer services in the automotive
from Germany and Hungary to Turkey, Köseköy and transportsector. In addition to managing the logistics for export and
ed 2,650 units with these trains. We plan to continue this
import vehicles, coordinating automobile transport via vessel,
business in 2016 with even more customers.
rail and truck, vehicle storage and vehicle handling, we also
A look further back in the past additionally shows that the
perform terminal management, customs clearance, freight
Turkish car industry recorded linear growth in the last 15 years.
forwarding and logistics consulting
And a look into the future also paints
for our customers. A look at 2014
a positive picture as we expect this
BLG is very well prepared for
shows that we often have to be
growth to continue in the coming
flexible and innovative here.
Turkish automotive market
years. The carmakers based in Turkey
For the first time in the history of
already plan for this year a significant
automobile transportation via rail we
expansion of their production
ran two block trains with 408 vehicles from European produccapacity. This means over 2.3 million vehicles will require
tion plants to the Asian part of Turkey. Prior to that, the
handling for import and export – a challenge that BLG is ready
colleagues at BLG AutoRail had developed rail concepts for
to tackle.
automakers regarding transport to and from Turkey. In FebruThe challenges are also mounting on another level. The level of
ary 2014 snowfall and sleet had blocked access to Slovenia and
production quality is rising and with it the expectations of
the planned port of shipment in Koper. We needed to find an
customers for more and more sophisticated logistics solutions.
alternative since we had received a specific inquiry about
This is where BLG comes in with the perfect know-how,
running two trains to the Asian part of Turkey at short notice.
personnel and the appropriate infrastructure to meet its clients’
Thanks to the rapid approval processes in the Eastern European expectations. The growing Turkish automobile industry is
countries of transit, we were able to speedily meet our client’s
increasingly looking for logistics specialists like us since it
request. Our BLG AutoRail colleagues used two block trains for
needs partners who can provide innovative logistics solutions.
To this extent, the Turkish market is a growth market for us.
There is another additional factor that makes the Turkish
automobile market interesting for multinational logistics
providers. Export and import are very balanced. In the year
2014 Turkey imported a total of 552,842 units and exported
885,180 units while the local production figures came to around
1,170,445 units. Automakers like Hyundai, Ford, Fiat and
Renault, to mention just a few, have production plants in
Turkey. They are all both exporters and importers. They
produce large numbers of a few models in Turkey. To complete
their model range for the domestic market, they have to import
the lacking models from other countries. This advantage makes
it possible for logistics specialists like BLG to plan transports
efficiently since in most cases they are able to provide transportation in both directions.
Another important point is the proportion of car owners in
Turkey. Compared to the US or Western Europe, the number is
very low. While 933 of 1,000 persons in the US and 612 of 1,000
persons in Western Europe own cars, the proportion of car
owners in Turkey is substantially lower at 164 of 1,000. This
number is significant for a high growth potential in the
domestic market and is supported by an increasing GDP as
well as economic growth. Even though we cannot take a
look into the crystal ball, we expect the market to
continue to develop well in the coming years.

Mustafa Kapan,
Director Representative BLG Office in Turkey

Efficient Warehouse Systems
As a full range supplier of warehouse and logistics systems we support
our customers in a comprehensive and straightforward way. Irrespective
of whether you decide in favour of a manual, partially or fully-automated
solution. For more than 75 years, we have been designing concepts for
all kinds of industries. We customize every solution to the particular
requirements of our clients in a cooperative partnership. Using our many
years of experience to your advantage, we will demonstrate how to make
your processes more efficient.

www.ssi-schaefer.com

Deutsche Post DHL published a
scenario study on “Logistics 2050”

FUTURE OF LOGISTICS

2050

“How does one shed light into the black box we call
the future? Today’s complex economic and political
landscape renders accurate forecasts virtually
impossible. In our volatile and connected world,
traditional, linear forms of analyzes have repeatedly
proven wrong. They, alone, simply aren’t enough to
help us anticipate and prepare for change”, so Frank
Appel, CEO Deutsche Post DHL.
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ith this in mind, Deutsche Post DHL has prepared another issue of their pioneering “Delivering Tomorrow” series: namely, a scenario study on “Logistics 2050.” This latest publication presents five far-ranging, at times even radical visions of life in the year
2050 and their implications for the logistics industry.
The scenarios were derived by observing the key influencing forces around us, such as trade and consumption patterns, technological developments or climate change and considering how they
drive behaviors and shape values. By covering a comprehensive
spectrum in the “space of future possibilities,” such alternative visions help us to sense a shifting environment much better than any
extrapolation of isolated trends could do. Read here a summary of
the five scenarios.

Scenario 1: Untamed economy – impending
collapse
The world in the year 2050
The world is characterized by unchecked materialism and consumption. The paradigm of quantitative growth predominates and
the concept of sustainable development has been rejected. Trade
barriers have been eliminated and global trade flourishes. Global
economic power has shifted to Asia and the former “emerging”
countries have surpassed the West. A global transportation supergrid ensures the rapid exchange of goods between the various centers of consumption. This untamed economy, propelled by unsustainable lifestyles and the uncontrolled exploitation of natural resources, carries the seeds of its own demise: as massive climate
change inches closer, natural disasters occur more often and frequently disrupt supply chains.

Implications for the logistics industry
From the perspective of the logistics industry, these developments
lead to a massive increase in demand for logistics and transport services. Companies are even outsourcing their production processes
to logistics companies. While climate change has opened up shorter
and more efficient trade routes through the Arctic ice, the increase
of extreme weather events causes repeated disruptions to the supply chain and raises capital costs for logistics companies. Disaster
response and contingency planning becomes more important as
the number of natural disasters around the world continues to rise.
The growing scarcity of energy resources, higher energy prices and
costlier raw materials mean smaller profit margins. As a result, not
only offshoring but also nearshoring are common business strategies.

Scenario 2: Megaefficiency in megacities

Implications for the logistics industry
The logistics industry is entrusted to run city logistics, utilities, as
well as system services for airports, hospitals, shopping malls and
construction sites, along with part of the public transport infrastructure. It also manages the complex logistics planning and operations
for advanced manufacturing tasks. In contrast to the situation in cities, the logistics services available in remote rural areas are poor. In
larger villages, central collection stations are the main delivery option for products ordered online. In response to “dematerialization”
of consumption, logistics companies offer an array of renting and
sharing services, as well as secure data transfer. Thus, advanced logistics services not only encompass the fast and reliable delivery of
goods, but also the safe transfer of information and knowledge.

Scenario 3: Customized lifestyles
The world in the year 2050
In this world, individualization and personalized consumption are
pervasive. Consumers are empowered to create, design and develop their own products. This leads to a rise in regional trade streams,
with only raw materials and data still flowing globally. Custom-ization and regional production are complemented by decentralized
energy systems and infrastructure. New production technologies
such as 3D printers accelerate the customization trend and allow
developing countries to leapfrog classical industrial production patterns. However, the growth in production of personalized products
has increased the overall consumption of energy and raw materials,
which puts the earth’s climate on course for a 3.5°C temperature increase by the end of the century.

Implications for the logistics industry
The growing importance of 3D printing has a significant impact on
the logistics industry. Logistics providers transport raw materials for

The world in the year 2050
In this world, megacities are both the main drivers and beneficiaries
of a paradigm shift towards green growth. To overcome the challenges of expanding urban structures, such as congestion and emissions, they have become collaboration champions, fostering open
trade and global governance models in partnership with supranational institutions. Rural regions have been left behind and the nation-state no longer plays the dominant role it once did. Robotics
has revolutionized the world of production and services. Consumers have switched from product ownership to rent-and-use consumption. Highly efficient traffic concepts, including underground
cargo transport and new solutions for public transport, have relieved congestion. Zero-emission automated plants have helped to
cut carbon emissions. A global “supergrid” transport network with
mega transporters, including trucks, ships and aircraft, as well as
space transporters, has opened important trade connections between the megacities of the world.

About Deutsche Post DHL
The Deutsche Post and DHL corporate brands represent a
one-of-a-kind portfolio of logistics (DHL) and communications (Deutsche Post) services. The Group provides its
customers with easy to use standardized products as well
as innovative and tailored solutions ranging from dialog
marketing and e-commerce related logistics to industrial
supply chains. Around 480,000 employees in more than
220 countries and territories form a global network
focused on service, quality and sustainability. With
programs in the areas of environmental protection,
disaster management and education, the Group is
committed to social responsibility.
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3D printing cartridge manufacturers, deliver the 3D printing cartridges, collect old products and recycle them. Several logistics providers have expanded into the online fabbing market. The implications for logistics include a vastly reduced need for long-distance
transportation of final and semi-final goods due to the localization
of value chains. At the same time, logistics providers organize entire
physical value chains. In 2050, the logistics industry consists of an
online and offline segment. The offline segment integrates the
transport of raw materials into manufacturing logistics and reverse
logistics. The online segment ensures secure data transfer and secure data retail in online shops. Strong regional logistics capabilities
and a high quality last-mile network become important success factors because of the decentralized organization of production.

Scenario 4: Paralyzing protectionism
The world in the year 2050
In this world, economic hardship combined with the rise of nationalism and protectionist barriers has reversed globalization. Resources are scarce, technological development is stagnating and
economies are faltering. Global trade volumes are down after most
countries have raised protectionist barriers. Trade suffers from a
lack of investment in infrastructure development and maintenance.
High energy prices and dramatic resource scarcity fuel international
conflicts over resource deposits. Under these circumstances, there
are no international efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Implications for the logistics industry

FUTURE OF LOGISTICS

The decline of world trade and the resulting regionalization of supply chains are major challenges for the logistics industry. The average transport distance has been shortened. Ocean freight becomes
less important, while the significance of regional road and rail transport is on the rise. Shorter and less complex regional supply chains
reduce the demand for elaborate and sophisticated logistics solutions. What many call a “devaluation of the logistics industry” results in fewer customized solutions and an increase in standardized
services. Strong regional providers emerge, maintaining excellent
connections to governments and public administrations. Governments view logistics as an industry of strategic importance. Relations between some blocs and countries are extremely strained, and
logistics providers in bloc-free countries act as intermediaries in international trade brokerage. The growing complexity and length of

the customs clearing process increase the demand for specialized
customs brokerage and consulting services.

Scenario 5: Global resilience – local adaptation
The world in the year 2050
This is a world initially characterized by high levels of consumption
thanks to cheap, automated production. However, accelerated climate change and the resulting increase in natural disasters is causing disruptions of lean production structures as well as repeated
supply failures for all kinds of goods. Thus, the new economic paradigm is no longer about maximizing efficiency, but reducing vulnerability and creating robust, resilient structures. This radical
move towards redundant systems of production and a change from
global to regionalized supply chains allow the global economy to
better weather troubling times.

Implications for the logistics industry
The security-conscious world in 2050, with its regionalized trade
structures, relies on a logistics sector that ensures supply security as
a top priority. High-performance backup infrastructure guarantees
reliable transport even in unstable and hazardous times. However,
such extensive backup systems are capital-intensive and conflict
with the aim of carbon reduction. To counter this effect and find a
balance between energy efficiency and supply chain resilience, sophisticated logistics planning is used to achieve high capacity utilization. Instead of complex just-in-time delivery processes, huge
warehouse facilities located close to the manufacturer play a large
role and are considered indispensable buffers. Disruptions and natural disasters occur more frequently in many parts of the world and
providing fast relief operations is considered a high-priority as well
as profitable business for logistics providers. The increased focus on
long-lasting products contributes to demand growth for the service
and maintenance of domestic technologies. Thus, logistics providers combine the operation of the last mile with offering technical
services on the spot, such as the collection of used products for the
purpose of recycling scarce resources.
Photos: Deutsche Post DHL

www.dpdhl.com

MULTIMEDIA CONTENT

With its release of the study of the future,
“Delivering Tomorrow: Logistics 2050”,
Deutsche Post DHL is taking a far-reaching look into the future of trade, business
and society.
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SOME THINK
DELIVERY
ERRORS ARE
INEVITABLE.
WE THINK
DIFFERENT.
Running an efficient distribution centre makes a big difference to proﬁtability
and customer satisfaction. That’s why many leading brands put sortation
systems from BEUMER and Crisplant at the heart of their supply chain.
Through operational insight and analysis, BEUMER Group is able to deliver
complete automated material handling systems that ﬁt seamlessly into
your process. Offering exceptional speed, capacity and accuracy, our
technology makes a difference to your customers, your brand and your
bottom line.
For more information, visit www.beumergroup.com

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Supply chain increases the
availability of goods

In spite of extensive investments, above all in the field
of marketing, an Indian fashion goods manufacturer
could not succeed in positioning themselves as the
market leader in their industry. The insufficient
earning power of the business was in the main caused
by structural problems in the field of logistics. Coping
with the structural problems and reducing logistics
costs a complete restructuring of the supply chain was
necessary.

A

FL Fashion Limited is one of the largest fashion goods manufacturers in India with three distinct brands. After economically
challenging times at the end of the 1990’s the management undertook extensive changes in the business, in order to newly present
the group of companies to the market place. The aim of these measures was to establish themselves as the leading manufacturer of
fashion goods in India.
However, despite all their exertions in market positioning and
branding, the owners and the management were not satisfied with
the company balance-sheet that had been achieved. Above all in
the areas availability of goods, stocks of primary materials and finished goods as well as logistics costs, the targets which had been set
were not being met on a regular basis.
In order to solve the supply chain problems AFL defined a restructuring program for the supply chain− but they were not aware
of the complexity of such a measure from the beginning. In order to
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realize this project the business contacted Miebach Consulting on
the basis of their extensive expertise in supply chain optimization
and in the fashion industry. The objective was to raise the “bottom
line results” to the intended level.

Vision and goals
The three brands in the portfolio of the clothing fashion manufacturer are partly in competition with one another. The company’s
supply chain covers procurement, manufacturing, as well as the
distribution and sale of the goods in their own Retail Outlets
(Illustration 01). At the moment these sales outlets are supplied by
a central storage location for India.
At the start of the project Miebach Consulting installed a joint
task force, which integrated experts from all areas of the business
right along the supply chain and for the three brands.

Together with the AFL management a “Supply Chain Vision”, including their service-driven and economic goals, was formulated:
“To pioneer a sustainable flexible supply chain in the Fashion Industry empowering the AFL Fashion Brands to deliver superior value to its consumers, with operational cost and capital efficiency.”
Over and above this, based on international benchmarks and the
intention of setting new standards in India’s fashion industry, the
following goals were set:
n Days of inventory held- 60 days maximum (previously it was 120
days)
n Reaching 96 percent reliability of delivery (previously it was 70
percent)

Precise problem analysis makes effective solutions
possible
As part of a business process mapping along the supply chain, from
the suppliers through to the retail outlets, the task force identified
different problems in the field of communication, control, and
monitoring:
n Non-homogenous, IT systems which were not integrated
n A lack of data integrity and therefore have false key performance
indicators
n Process responsibilities were not clearly allocated
As a consequence measures to remove the interface problems between the IT systems and a standardized data hierarchy were introduced, which for example attributes sales costs and stocks to the
respective brand with a more appropriate effort. In this way the
causes of the high stocks or of the unsatisfactory availability of
goods could be determined in the next step:
n Setting up buffer stocks on each level of functioning, starting with
sales planning through to production and up to supply chain management because of non-transparency and unreliability in the supply chain
n A push replenishment system in the retail outlets, controlling
stock levels that are too high or incorrect at the POS
n Extensive obsolete stock levels caused by past mistakes
n Significant values for company business objectives such as days of
inventory held and availability of goods are not a constituent part of
the individual target agreements
n A high number of decentralized supply chain and procurement
functions are attributed to the brands and work in isolation from
one another
Firstly a key number system was built up, which records the
most important key supply chain figures on all levels and is available in a consolidated form to the respective decision-making
plans. On this basis indicators such as levels of stock or availability

of goods were accepted into the personnel target agreements.
From now on these are essential components of the company
business objectives and are published on monitors throughout
the entire business.
The key number system takes into account external as well as internal measurement parameters, which includestock levels, the
availability of goods as well as the reliability of delivery and ensures
that it is consistent across all brands. In addition supplier monitoring was introduced and all suppliers (external as well as internal)
were made responsible for any deviations.
With the help of these measures Miebach was able to create a uniform appreciation and awareness of the objectives across all areas
of the business. The key numbers system provides the required level
of transparency in order to control the levels of stock and availability effectively.

Centrally anchored in the structure of the
organization
The fashion business had been organized classically; up until this
time according to the brands, which managed all the functions
from procurement through to production and up to sales autonomously. With the exception of logistics, which adopted a central
position, the supply chain and procurement functions were forced
into purely sales-driven objectives. Therefore these areas of functioning scarcely had the opportunity to optimize levels of stock
and product availability or to use the potentials for synergy between the brands.
Based on these realizations a new, central supply chain and procurement function was set up, which is now no longer subordinate
to the brands and which sees its central task in achieving the new
service level and stock level objectives.

Breaking away from the past ways of thinking
The AFL Sales Team – as in almost every Indian retail business – out
of conviction trusted the Indian saying “Jo dikhtha hai, woh
bhikhtha hai”, which freely translates to „One buys what one sees“.
As a consequence this traditional approach meant that the retail
outlets were often filled with goods far above the maximum levels of
capacity for the sales stands.
In order to break with this ingrained tradition, with the help of a
pilot study in 20 retail outlets the capacity was lowered by 30 percent in each case and the goods were displayed in a new and clearly
visible way. The results had a positive outcome and in part led to
higher sales, so that the principle could be rolled out across the
board and the company.

01 The existing supply chain indicates problems in the field of communication, control and monitoring
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Following restructuring the supply chain is flexible and can respond to the large changes
in the market environment of the fashion industry

A further change in paradigms arose through introducing product
sales covering all seasons. The fashion industry works world-wide
in at least two and up to four seasons or collections. At the end of
one season the goods are marked as EOSS (End of Season Sales)
and sold off. The remaining levels of stock are returned, in order that
they can possibly be sold off in the next season, usually however
they remain as obsolete stock in the warehouse.
Especially in India it does not make a lot of sense to have an end
of season sale, in large parts of the country there are no real differences between the times of year. For this reason Miebach only introduced the new principle in selected regions with the result that the
costs of retrieval and the obsolete stock levels were reduced.
One of the most difficult steps was the reduction of obsolete stock
from the past, as in the short term this leads to considerable writeoffs and would have a negative effect on the profit and loss account.
From experiences in European online business, Miebach Consulting set up a pilot study to sell goods which could not be sold outside
of the national market. In spite of this it was unavoidable that a part
of the stock from this time would have to be written off as unsalable.

Supply chain initiatives
The global fashion industry is highly volatile, making market forecasts and predictability of trends difficult – to forecast the demand
for an item exactly requires almost prophetic talents. In such a market environment a supply chain must be flexible and able to respond (Illustration 02), in order to prevent stocks of unsalable
goods building up and at the same time to prevent “stock outs”,
where items the customer wants sell out.
The existing push replenishment system used by AFL regularly
led to excessive levels of stock in the retail outlets, however often
also to stock selling out in individual sales outlets, because whilst
the goods were available in the overall system, they were however
not available locally. For this reason a conversion was made to a
continuous replenishment system according to the pull principle
from retail via the storage warehouse through to production. The
push part in the initial delivery was reduced to between 30 and 40
percent.
By proceeding in this way the supply chain could be synchronized with the market needs, and alongside a reduction in stock levf+h Distribution 1/2016

els as well as above all a higher product availability at the POS could
be achieved.
It was certainly more difficult to organize the change in production with respect to a “late fit” philosophy. On the grounds of the
economic and technical limits of reducing the batch sizes and the
throughput times, an improvement here could only be achieved by
integrating the suppliers. A more intense networking of information
as well as committing the suppliers to stock up with sufficient levels
of the primary and intermediate products led to a reduction in the
throughput times and to higher flexibility.
The outcome of the restructuring measures was that improvements could already be achieved in the first year of the changes supported by Miebach Consulting:
n Reduction of days of inventory held to below 90 days (60 days)
n Increasing product availability to 90 percent (96 percent)
n Reducing Supply Chain costs by 15 percent (25 percent)
In the first year of the project the fashion goods manufacturer already managed to achieve a „turn around“ and this had a positive
effect on cash generated. The free liquidity from that point on can be
invested in further growth and the successes up to now give confidence that the objectives set out shall be achieved in full.
Pictures: lead photo Fotolia, 01 – 02 Miebach Consulting

www.miebach.com

About Miebach
Miebach − The Supply Chain Engineers – deliver their
services worldwide across 20 offices from Bangalore to
Santiago de. With 320 employees and a yearly turnover of
38,6 million Euros (2014) the company is one of the
leading consultancies for logistics, production and
supply chain design. Miebach’s worldwide network in key
regions of Europe, North and South America and Asia
provides effective international support for clients.

Multimodal between the
Baltic and the Bosphorus

DB Schenker restructures its European
business

Gebrüder Weiss, international transport
and logistics company from Austria, is
expanding its service portfolio on the
Bosphorus by adding a key strategic prodVojislav Jevtic, Regional uct: as of now, freight transports between
Manager, Air & Sea Asia Turkey and the Baltic Sea will also be
at Gebrüder Weiss,
transferred to the railway network. The
explains the rail route
basis for this new service is a cooperation
agreement with the national, state-owned Lithuanian Railways. As
a result, Gebrüder Weiss can offer its customers a multimodal
transport alternative between Istanbul, Ukraine and the Baltic
states. And this is a good way to serve Russia and Scandinavia, too.
Low-emission rail transport is not only an environmentally
friendly alternative to sea transport via the Mediterranean/Atlantic
route but with a journey time of eleven days, it is also nearly twice
as fast. The entire rail route is 1,734 kilometres long and runs along
central traffic hubs in Southeastern and Eastern Europe.

DB Schenker Logistics has
restructured its European
business, merging four
management regions into
one. With 40,000 from a total
of 65,000 employees, the
European region has been
the largest business division
of the company – a logistics
subsidiary of Deutsche Bahn
AG (German Railway) –
since January 1, 2016. The 36
national European organizations are now combined into ten
country clusters. Ewald Kaiser (Image) has been named as the
Chief Executive Officer of the new European Region, and will
continue to be responsible for overland transport on the
Management Board of Schenker AG.

www.gw-world.com

www.dbschenker.com

FedEx Express opens new Nordic gateway at
Copenhagen Airport

Bench relies on Hellmann eCommerce
fulfillment

End of January, FedEx Express, one of the world’s largest express
transportation company, officially opened its new gateway facility
at Copenhagen Airport. The new facility will serve as a gateway for
inbound and outbound shipments for Denmark, Finland, Norway
and Sweden. It marks the ninth new FedEx Express facility in the
Nordic region in the last five years.
“The Nordic gateway will bring our Nordic customers even closer
to the rest of the world. By combining courier, customs clearance,
sortation and aircraft operations in a single location, we will
further enhance operations in the Nordics. I am delighted that we
are fully operational just
over a year after we
announced this
investment,” said David
Canavan, senior vice
president, Operations,
FedEx Express Europe.

Hellmann eCommerce’s pitch for the implementation of international fashion and lifestyle brand, Bench’s B2C online shop
fulfillment-development has prevailed against the other full-
service providers. Since February 2016, Bench customers in 21
European countries will be supplied from the fulfillment center in
Osnabruck. E-commerce via their own web shop is becoming an
increasingly important sales channel for Bench. In order to ensure
excellence in this extraordinary brand’s order processing,
Hellmann e Commerce undertakes the order management,
financial services and international logistics as Bench’s fulfillment
service provider. The Hellmann eCommerce system architecture
guarantees assured and efficient processing throughout the entire
order process. All systems, e. g. shop software Oxid, the Bench ERP
and warehouse management system are integrated via Hellmann’s
Middleware. This enables implementation of Bench’s planned
multichannel strategies within the shortest time, in order to offer
the end consumer an integrated shopping experience.

www.fedex.com

www.hellmann-ecommerce.com

Click to read previous issues.
Inspiration is just one click away.
News about the following markets:
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and monitoring of the supply
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chain big data

A huge range and lower prices – globalization offers
many advantages to the end consumer. At the same
time it signifies to the organizations that the days are
numbered for a vertically integrated supply chain. If
one wants to remain competitive, one must adapt the
delivery process and learn to consolidate, filter and use
the data from their supply chain – and that in a
dynamic system consisting of suppliers, partners and
customers.

O

wing to the complexity of the various supply chains and process participants – from manufacturers and distributors to
freight and logistics service providers to air, sea, road and rail transportation companies – optimization of the processes becomes a
challenge in this ecosystem. A high level of transparency is crucial.
Sound decisions cannot be arrived at without adequate information. Organizations can have a complete overview of the required
data only on the basis of a comprehensive transparency across the
entire supply chain ecosystem. Updated information in real time
paves the way for fast and flexible decisions. Transparency is crucial
not just for fulfilling key performance indicators and adhering to
production plans. It also improves flexibility, opening up opportunities to gain a competitive advantage.
A recent study confirms that 87 percent of all Supply Chain Managers consider consistent transparency and coordination across
their supply chain as a primary requirement. Kewill GmbH, one of
the world’s leading companies in the area of multimodal transport
management software, describes in five steps how companies can
increase the transparency of their supply chains and exploit the
advantages of big data to ensure a smooth supply chain.
Photos: Kewill, Fotolia

www.kewill.com
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1
2
3
4
5

Abolish data silos
Outdated paradigms and systems often result in
stagnant thought processes, which hide the big
picture. Companies should instead reorient
themselves and discover, which supply chain
data are the most valuable for their business
and customers.
Technology can help establish new work
processes and modern business processes using the existing IT infrastructure. Thus the silos
are broken up virtually while the investments
made in IT infrastructure can be used for other
processes.

Collaboration for better
transparency
In case of a complex and global supply chain
many organizations are dependent on partners
to access the overall picture in real time. A functioning collaboration with the business partners and a reliable data flow is therefore essential. In order to implement more efficient
mechanisms in these relationships, organizations can, for example, critically analyze existing data streams, allocate supply chain events
and coordinate with the partners.

About Kewill
Kewill, one of the world´s leading global company in the
multimodal transport management software industry,
offers a comprehensive and integrated platform for the
management of complex transport and logistics processes as well as customs and trade regulations. Users reduce
their costs by using Kewill Move platform and confront
price and market fluctuations and will gain more transparency in the logistics value creation chain.
Whether it is trading, transport, storage, customs
processes, administration or integration – the Kewill
Transport Management Platform provides the required
transparency as well as flexibility for an optimized
customer service and also offers strategic advantages in
the global supply chain.
Kewill is a company of Francisco Partners Group and used
its Move Platform to support more than 7,500 customers
globally in more than 100 countries in their supply chain
activities.

Remain alert
Once the supply chain data are in the stream,
the processes can be automated. Automated
notifications can, for example, give an overview
about important milestones along the supply
chain. Thus the responsible persons can have
an eye on all risks and manage deliveries according to the exception principle.

Efficiency through self-service
A core aspect for monitoring supply chain big
data is that the users can independently access
portals and dashboards at any time. Customers and partners are moreover inclined towards accessing only that information that
they require – and at the right time and without any delay. These so called self-service offerings directly contribute towards improving
efficiency. Moreover web based access lowers
costs and eliminates obstacles due to time differences in case of a global business.

Profit from intelligent dashboards
Having all the required information at a glance
is an important factor for success. Reports and
calculation tables in paper form are out dated.
If the automated data flow is established once
across the overall supply chain, visual dashboards can be created easily – grouped according to business sector, customer, brand or
user. Real time diagrams and images illustrate
the status of orders, consignments and flow of
goods.

T

he visibility solutions from Kewill use big data
by creating a 360° view of the supply chain as
well as automation of communication, estimation,
action, consulting and analysis. Thus, the customers
are in a position to identify potential problems and
prevent them proactively. Furthermore, they can
also use this knowledge to improve customer
service, reduce risks and to increase revenues
Jim Hoefflin, Chief Marketing Officer at Kewill
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The ten most highly performing sea
ports in Europe – links in the global
supply chain
With more than 1,200 commercial
sea ports the European Union has
one of the densest networks of
harbors in the world. In this way
the freight-handling harbors have a
connecting function as an interface
between the transport of goods by
sea and by road across continents
in the world wide supply chain.
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n our ranking (status 2013) we list the European sea ports with the
ten highest turnovers on the basis of the gross weight of all goods
transshipped in millions of tons and show the growth rates of the
transshipment volumes over a large period of time.
As a result of the increasing globalization and worldwide trade
the European harbor sector also displayed a dynamic growth in the
past decades.
For the future we can reckon with a further increase in the volume of freight in the European Union (of 50 percent according to
prognoses until 2030). One consequence of this development
amongst other things is the continual increase of the size and
complexity of the fleets. Containerships with capacities of
from 16,000 to 18,000 containers and ships up to 400 m
(1,300 feet) are no longer any exception.
This development will present the harbors and operators of the ports with new logistical and economic challenges. But this development is also relevant for businesses that use sea transport for transporting goods. For
harbor costs make up a large part of the overall expenses
in the supply chain„ from door to door“. Here we should
mention for example the transshipment of freight
and harbor fees and nautical services. In order to
be as efficient and economical as possible here,
a seamless integration of logistics is
required.

The European port showing the strongest performance in the following ranking in Rotterdam has accepted this challenge, and with
the Port base „Port Community System “it has a service for effective
organization of the logistical processes in its portfolio. The port of
Rotterdam developed this system in 2009together with the port of
Amsterdam and in the meantime almost all the Dutch ports are
connected to it.
It is the aim of the organization to design logistics chains for
exchanging logistical information between the Dutch ports as
attractively as possible.
The port of Hamburg, which as the largest German sea port with
international significance occupies place three in our ranking, has
also taken measures in order to be armed for the challenges of harbor economics. Since 2013 the European Union regulations for sea
ports charging customs exist in the Port of Hamburg. In this way the
flow of traffic in the previously free port has become even quicker
and more flexible. For in a sea port charging customs duties, goods
moving within the European Union (community goods) can be
stored, processed and traded free of any customs duties.
The measures listed are examples of the commitment of the leading European freight-handling harbors to address the rising challenges of an increasing volume of freight and the flows of goods
which are becoming ever more and more complex. An extensive
supply of services which shall also keep the global supply chain effectively manageable in future and as transparent as possible, will
have to be provided by the ports the respective harbor operating
companies if they wish to remain competitive.
The following ranking was put together on the basis of the performance numbers and services provided by the different European
sea ports. The details are based on year 2013 figures from Eurostat.
We expect more up-to-date figures shall be available later this year.
Text: Manfred Weber
Graphics: Fotolia/processing: VFV Layout
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Ranking 4
1

Rotterdam (Holland)

An overall transshipment of 448 million tons in
the year 2013 lifts the Port of Rotterdam to first
place in our ranking. This tidal harbor lying in
the Rhine-Maas Delta at the mouth of the River
Rhine (on the North Sea) has an area of 30,888 acres of
land and water, around 14,826 acres of this are commercial areas. The harbor displayed a growth rate of 0.3
percent between 2012 and 2013, and from1997 to 2013
of 1.8 percent.

2

Antwerp(Belgium)

According to information from the operator of
the port, with over 32,200 acres Antwerp has
the largest harbor region in the world. The street
network in the port is 254 miles long, the rail
network is 659 miles long, the dockside is 97 miles long.
In 2013, 189.6 million tons of goods were transshipped in
the Port of Antwerp. With a 4.5 percent growth rate
between 2012 and 2013 and of 3.2 percent from 1997 to
2013, the port is on an upwards path with reference to its
performance.

PORTS LOGISTICS

3

After Rotterdam, the port of
Amsterdam is the second largest
port in Holland and in 2013
occupied fourth place in the
ranking for performance in the whole of
Europe. In the year mentioned 102.7 million
tons of goods were transshipped, with a
growth rate of 33.9 percent between 2012
and 2013. This rate is a record result in our
ranking and is also reflected in the growth
rate of six percent in the period 1997 to
2013. What is more the entire harbor district
of Amsterdam is not tidal.

5

Marseille (France)

The sea freight port of Marseille
(Marseille Euro port), in many cases
also called Euro port du Sud
(European Port of the South), is the
most important sea port in France and the
largest on the Mediterranean according to
transshipment turnover. In 2013 the
amount transshipped was 83.9 million tons
which meant a reduction of -6.8 percent
compared to 2012. For this reason Marseille
was forced back from fourth place to fifth
place in the ranking by the port of Amsterdam. This negative growth rate also had an
influence on the rate of growth over a longer
period, so that between 1997and 2013 a
negative rate of growth for goods handled
of -1.2 percent must be indicated.

Hamburg (Germany)

Some 10,000 ships enter every
year, with approximately300
berths at over26 miles of quay
walls for sea-going ships, more
than 1,000 freight trains per week
– these are only a few of the factors
making the port of Hamburg into a
flexible and universal harbor. In 2013,
132.9 million tons were loaded over the
edge of the quay in the largest German
sea port, with a growing trend. The rate
of growth of transshipments from
2012 to 2013 was 6.2 percent, from
1997-2013 it was 3.5 percent.
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Amsterdam (Holland)

6

Algeciras (Spain)

The modern port of Algeciras in
Spanish frequently visited port with a
transshipment performance of
82.3million tons of freight in 2013. A
large part of the shipping here concerns traffic
to and from Africa.
With its modern container terminal the port
managed to reach the top ten in the world. The
rate of increase from 2012 to 2013 was 0.1
percent, from 1997-2013 it was 5.0 percent.

Le Havre (France)

The city of Le Havre situated in
north west France is a petro-chemical center with numerous refineries
and is heavily dependent on its sea
port, which is one of the largest in France.
The handling of goods takes place in the
long drawn out port at the entrance and the
exit to the English Channel waterway. In
2013, 70.9 million tons of goods were
transshipped via the port of Le Havre, a
growth of 8.7 percent over the year before
and an increase of 0.6 percent in the period
from 1997 to 2013.

8

Immingham (UK)

Immingham is a small English city
on the River Humber situated close
to the North Sea. The sea port there
is one of the strongest performing
in the United Kingdom.
Its position – only 200 miles away from
London and Edinburgh – makes it an ideal
link between the sea routes to and from
continental Europe and the overland route
in the heart of Great Britain.
In the year 2013 69.9 million tons were
transshipped in Immingham, the increase in
performance between2012 and 2013 was
4.2 percent and in the period from 1997 to
2013 there was an increase of 1.7 percent.

The country of Turkey distinguishes
itself in global economics with its
strategic geographic position
between Europe and Asia. The
transport routes out of Turkey to markets in
Europe as well as to the markets in the Middle
East, Russia, and also to Central Asia and Iran
are comparatively central and short.
Turkey’s international transport of goods is
characterized above all by the sea routes,
which help the Port of Izmit with a transshipment volume of 66.9 million tons in 2013 to
place nine in our ranking. Between 1997 and
2013 on average no increase in performance
can be detected.

10

Botas (Ceyhan,Turkey)

Source: Eurostat

7

9

Izmit (Turkey)

Whatever is true for Izmir is also
true for the port of Botas (Ceyhan)
Turkey. Its logistical proximity to
Europe and the Middle East is a
great advantage of the location.
The amount transshipped in 2013 of 61.8
million tons lay just below the value in Izmir.
On average in the period from 1997 to 2013,
on average no increase in performance can
be shown here either.

The 10 most highly
performing sea ports
worldwide

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Shanghai
Singapur
Shenzen
Hongkong
Ningbo-Zhoushan
Busan
Qingdao
Guangzhou
Dubai

10 Tianjin
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:

Republic of Facts and figures

Turkey

Area:

302,704 square miles
Length of the coastline:

5,177 miles
Water ways:

745 miles

Inhabitants:
2015:

77.7 million

Population density:
2015:

Overall goods shipped in sea-ports:

273 million tons

256 inhabitants/ mile²

Investment traffic infrastructure
by2023:

Infrastructure:

approximately

200 billion US$

Rail network (Length and standard gauge):

7,456 miles
Conventional: 5,468 miles
551

miles
High speed:
(by 2018, 1,550 miles are planned)
Road network (hard top) overall:

219,000 miles
Express routes: 12,500 miles

Gross National Product
(GNP, nominal):
752.5 billion US$
2016: Forecast: 790.8 billion US$
2023: Forecast: 2,000 billion US$
2015:
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2023

1,429

miles
Interstates:
(by2018, 2,485 miles are planned)

2016

(by 2018, 15,700 miles are planned)

2015

BUSINESS AND ECONOMY

(by 2018, 6,559 miles are planned)

Supplement for international Supply Chain Management

Preview 2/2016
Supply Chain Management

Business:
Import: (2014)

242.2 billion US$
Export: (2014)

157.7 billion US$
(Export Forecast for 2023
approx. 500 billion US$)

Transport service providers –
national:

1,600

Transport service providers –
international:

Ten steps to the optimum delivery chain
Designing a supply chain networked across all the
participants requires good planning and realization.
In ten fundamental steps we describe which approach
can bring the desired level of success.

Logistics service
From Food
to Fashion

1,400

Foreign Transport and
Logistics businesses:

480

Branch offices of Package
and Courier service industries:
approximately

10,000

Transfer centers: >
Lager area :
approx.

250

2.9 million miles²

Market volume of the Turkish
logistics sector (2015) approximately

Different industries have different needs from logistics. Some
examples from practice highlight the most important aspects.

Global Business
Iran – Market of the future?
The end of the embargo also allowed the mood to improve
amongst logistics companies. The need for industrial
investment is immense and the population’s consumer
needs have been awakened. Positive indications overall,
but not necessarily reason for complete euphoria. We will
show where the truth lies.

42 billion US $

Source: Germany Trade & Invest (GTAI)
Graphics: VFV, Sonja Schirmer

Closing date: 		

18.04.2016

Publishing date:

11.05.2016
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Ergonomic discharging device
from Beumer ensures higher
throughput

MATERIAL FLOW

Up until recently, employees in logistics centres were
required to complete physically demanding work
when unloading packages, parcels and shipping units
of various sizes from different containers or vessels.
This was not only exhausting, but even lead to absence
due to injury. With its Parcel Picker, Beumer Group has
now brought an innovative solution to the market:
This semi-automatic machine enables the efficient
unloading of the bulk cargo with no physical effort.

O

nline retailing has especially increased the pressure on postal
and CEP companies. They are expected to deliver quickly and
without any complications, and, at the same time, pay special attention to the employee’s health and provide an ergonomic workplace.
Increased throughput also means increased physical strain for the
employees in the distribution centres, for example when manually
moving heavy packages.
Non-ergonomic work processes, such as heavy lifting and frequently bending down, can make tasks more difficult. In order to
make work processes more efficient, for both operations and its employees, “we have developed the Parcel Picker, a semi-automatic
device for unloading swap bodies and trailers, in a fast and ergonomic way”, explains Thomas Wiesmann, Sales Director for sorting
and distribution systems, Beumer Group GmbH & Co. KG, Beckum/
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About Beumer
The Beumer Group is an international leader in the manufacture of intralogistics systems for conveying, loading,
palletizing, packaging, sortation and distribution
technology. Together with Crisplant a/s and Enexco
Teknologies India Limited, the Beumer Group employs
about 3,200 people and achieves an annual turnover of
about €500 million. With its subsidiaries and sales
agencies, the Beumer Group is present in many industries
the world over.

Germany. Compared to manual unloading which is most commonly used today, operators can considerably increase their throughput: with an average parcel range and an operator that is familiar
with the system, throughput rates of more than 2,500 packages per
hour are possible.

A convenient workplace
The Parcel Picker consists of a modified stationary telescopic belt
conveyor and an unloading unit connected on the face side that is
operated by the employee. The unit is pushed by the telescoping
belt conveyor. The main component is the package manipulator,
which is used by the operator to pull the packages from the top onto
the conveying technology.

A special attachment, mounted flexibly at the front end, supports
proper package handling and prevents damages. The package
manipulator is ergonomically designed and is suspended from its
centre of gravity to make it neutral in weight, so that the operator
does not have to carry it.
The packages do not have to be lifted, which means almost no
physical strain for the operator. At the same time, the operator’s
productivity is increased because the work is less exhausting. The
suspension also has a motor-driven height adjustment, so it can be
optimally adjusted to the height of the employee.
In order to avoid any risk for the employee during operation,
Beumer Group designed the operator platform in regards to ergo-

M

achine-assisted
unloading of swap
bodies enables a higher
gate-throughput
Thomas Wiesmann,
Beumer Group,
Sales Director for sorting
and distribution systems

nomic, functional and safety aspects (Image). The person operating the system always has ample space between them and the packages. In addition, there are side walls attached to the telescoping
belt conveyor which offer more protection against bulky items. The
operator is supported by numerous automatic assistance systems
and layout of all control and display elements necessary for operation is clear and easy to reach.

Keeping everything in check
Via an easy to control operating unit at the operator panel, the
employee enters the direction of movement into the system. The
actual movement is triggered with a foot-operated button, which
ensures safe operation. A camera, mounted to the unloading unit,
turns on automatically when driving backwards. The employee can
always see all activity on his display, even to their rear, and avoid
any obstacles.
The employee moves the unloading unit exactly in front of the
swap body or trailer. The integrated laser pointers allow for proper
alignment and orientation. As soon as the front part of the Parcel
Picker is located in the swap body, the control switches into automatic operation. The system is positioned using its lateral distance
sensors, until the vertical pick-up conveyors are in front of the first
packages. With the package manipulator, the user takes individual

The system always offer ample safety space between the
operator and the packages

package stacks and, with gentle movements, pulls them onto the
conveyors of the pick-up unit. Here, they are collected and transferred to the telescopic belt conveyor in a bulk stream. For the bulk
stream to be efficiently processed, the packages need to be automatically separated. This is why Beumer Group has developed the
Automatic Parcel Singulator, which is matched to the discontinuous
mode of operation of a loop sorter induction unit.
The Parcel Picker is very versatile. It is used as a semiautomatic
device for unloading bulk goods from swap bodies and can also be
equipped with a module for automatic unloading of roller containers. In an emergency, this innovative system can also be used manually, i. e. like a traditional telescopic belt conveyor.
Photos: Beumer

www.beumergroup.com
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WAREHOUSING

SSI Schaefer storage system ensures
just-in-sequence-production

At the Porsche production plant in Leipzig three
different models run the assembly lines at the same
time. In order to install the correct wheel to each car
model, an automated tray storage system ensures the
process reliability and just-in-sequence availability of
complete wheels.
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n 2014, 66,005 units of the Porsche Cayenne, 59,363 of the Macan,
and 22,383 of the Panamera rolled off the assembly line at the carmaker’s plant in Leipzig. The final step in the manufacturing process is to fit each vehicle with a set of wheels. And that is where the
service provider Deutsche Hendricks Logistik/Germany plays a key
role. The enterprise assembles wheels at its nearby logistics centre,
inflates the tyres, and tests the completed units before delivering
them just-in-sequence (JIS) to Porsche.
To ensure seamless JIS supply, Deutsche Hendricks Logistik opted for an automated tray storage system – and chose to partner with
SSI Schaefer. Due to a rising volume a further aisle was added to the
racking in 2015. Now there is a total storage capacity of 2,230 tray
positions.

Supply capacity expanded
Leipzig was not traditionally known for automotive engineering.
However, for Porsche, it has become a home from home. Final assembly of the Porsche Cayenne began in 1999. The luxury SUV has
proven extremely popular, and operations in Leipzig have continued to expand ever since. In 2009, the carmaker added production
of the Panamera, its four-door sedan. In 2014, the marque commenced manufacture of its Macan compact crossover, including
fabrication and painting of bodies.
Deutsche Hendricks Logistik’s own Leipzig success story began
in summer 2012, when the enterprise won a competitive RFP to
supply fully assembled wheels and tyres – to be delivered just in sequence (JIS) to Porsche’s production line. To make this possible, the
service provider constructed its 16,000 m² facility at a freight transportation hub located just three kilometres from the carmaker´s
plant. The building was completed in just six months, and features
manual storage for wheels and tyres – plus an automated system for
assembling and testing the complete wheels. These are then transferred to an automated staging area, and subsequently conveyed to
a robot that loads them onto JIS-compatible racks.

MULTIMEDIA CONTENT

Learn more about the achievement
spectrum of the enterprise.

A complex challenge
SSI Schaefer worked hand-in-hand with Deutsche Hendricks
Logistik to design and implement the three-aisle tray storage system
for the JIS supply of the wheels. The two organisations had built a
working relationship through previous RFPs. In addition, the service
provider already uses SSI Schaefer racking systems. When selecting
the ideal combination of solutions for the Porsche RFP in spring
2012, the partners placed particular emphasis on process reliability
and availability. Minimising downtime was imperative; if the wheels
do not arrive right on time at Porsche’s plant, the cars are held up
on the production line – and all upstream activities grind to a halt.
A further challenge is the concurrent assembly of all three Porsche
models at the Leipzig plant, making JIS delivery even more c omplex.
Bernd Frankemölle, Head of Project Implementation, Automated
End-to-End Systems, SSI Schaefer, explains: “The complete wheels
must be delivered in sequence for three-shift production. With this
in mind, Deutsche Hendricks Logistik opted for an automated system. Moreover, redundant access in two aisles to central tray positions maximises availability.”
The highly compact, three-aisle tray storage system (Image 01) is
of single-deep configuration, and has a total of 2,230 tray positions.
The 1,800 × 900 mm trays, capable of supporting loads of up to
200 kg, each hold two stacks of two wheels – a complete set for each
car (Image 02).
The trays were designed and manufactured specifically for
Porsche in Leipzig. A robot places the assembled wheels onto the
trays, prior to them being moved to transfer stations at the end of
each aisle (Image 03). The wheels must be loaded onto the trays in
the correct order (front/back, left/right). If an issue is detected during testing and a wheel has to be reworked, the three others are held
back, and stacked in a rack.
Wheels are put away and picked in a single action. Trays retrieved
from storage are placed on conveyors, transferred, and loaded by
robot onto JIS-compatible racks for Porsche in Leipzig, or racks for
other customers. Additionally, business continuity procedures are
in place, should the automated conveyor system suffer an outage. In
these scenarios, the storage and retrieval machines (SRMs) can be
used to manually retrieve wheels, and ensure their timely delivery.
Karl-Andreas Moll, Director, Automotive Group at Deutsche
Hendricks Logistik, underlines the solution’s benefits: “We followed
SSI Schaefer’s recommendation to construct two aisles. This means
we can still retrieve wheels when maintenance work is being performed on one SMC – we can continue to use the other storage and
retrieval machine to access centrally located tray positions. For this
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Each storage and retrieval machine is fitted
with special grippers to handle the trays
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The wheels are automatically loaded and
stored. Each tray holds two stacks of two wheels
– a complete set for each car

reason, the wheels to be supplied next are staged in this section, to
ensure timely delivery. In addition, process automation ensures
that only the trays requested by the SAP system are retrieved.”
In 2015 Deutsche Hendricks Logistik and SSI Schaefer added a
third storage aisle. This not only increased capacity and streamlined
retrieval tasks, but also doubled the number of the centrally located
high-availability tray positions. Automation also prevents damage
to the wheels, and minimises physical strain on employees. Furthermore, it eliminates errors when loading wheels onto the JIScompatible racks; a final barcode scan verifies that the right wheel is
in the right position on the rack.
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An optimal cooperation

About SSI Schaefer

The added value of SSI Schaefer’s solutions was a decisive factor in
Deutsche Hendricks Logistik’s choice of project partner. The components SSI Schaefer provided, including steel structures, trays, and
Schaefer Miniload Crane 2 (SMC 2) storage and retrieval machines
with special grippers, were manufactured and tested in-house – as
each of these had to be tailored to Deutsche Hendricks Logistik’s
specific requirements. “During the RFP process, we began investigating how wheels transferred by the SRMs acted during acceleration and braking, at our technology centre in Giebelstadt, Germany,” notes Frankemölle. This approach enabled SSI Schaefer to
make adjustments to the system, to achieve the best results. What’s
more, advance testing, and the creation of pre-fabricated modules,
accelerated on-site installation and commissioning.

SSI Schaefer is one of the world’s leading supplier of
warehousing and logistics systems. The services it offers
range from concept design, warehouse fittings with its
own products to the implementation of complex logistics
projects as a general contractor. The pooling of collective
skills under zthe umbrella of SSI Schaefer lays the
foundation for the development of market-oriented,
industry-overlapping warehouse systems and for the
conception of complete intralogistics solutions.

Real-time operation without testing
Deutsche Hendricks Logistik’s operations began when the Porsche
Macan went into production in August 2013 in Leipzig. “We had little opportunity for trials, as we only received the first orders when
Porsche started production. Commissioning was a challenge – a
risk, even. And during this phase a team was always present at the
plant and the storage facility – on site, day and night, prepared to respond if needed,” recalls Moll. Today, SSI Schaefer can assist
Deutsche Hendricks Logistik in the event of faults via a 24/7 hotline
and remote access.
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Placed on
conveyors the
trays are being
moved towards
the transfer
stations at the
end of each aisle

“We had a very tight schedule for commissioning,” Frankemölle
states. In addition to installation work, interfaces to Porsche’s SAP
back-end system and various wheel-transferring robots had to be
defined and implemented. By the time operations began, system
availability was already very high. Now, Deutsche Hendricks
Logistik operates two shifts six days a week – with the exception of
loading and delivering the JIS-compatible racks. For these tasks, the
enterprise works in three shifts, cutting turnaround – the time from
when a request is issued to the actual delivery to the production line
– to just four hours (Image 04). “Wheel and tyre assembly, staging,
and sequencing are rarely performed with this degree of automation,” continues Frankemölle. Moreover, comprehensive process
data is captured for all activities, and can be accessed for reporting
and analysis whenever needed.
By early 2015 – a little over 18 months after operations began –
Deutsche Hendricks Logistik had built and delivered its millionth
wheel. In addition to the project in Leipzig, the company began assembling wheels for the Porsche Cayenne in Osnabrück, Germany,
where production started in June, and for other customers within
the group.
Photos: SSI Schaefer

www.ssi-schaefer.com
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The time from when a request is issued to the actual delivery to
the production line Hendricks cuts down to just four hours

Product News
Skysorter can also be used for packaging
applications

The Telematics ContiFlexBox Solution: In
view from a distance

The new Skysorter system, an expansion of the Skyfall overhead
suspension conveyor system from Ferag AG, enables efficient
transport functions in confined spaces as well as various options
for stowing, sorting and
picking. Due to the
system’s modularity, the
manufacturer also
envisions a wide range
of possible applications
in packaging logistics.
The Skysorter makes do
with only a few drives −
generally one drive for a
section 80 meters long.
On downward slopes the technology works entirely with gravity.
The individual elements that make up the Skyfall – continuous
conveyors, accumulating conveyors, or ascending and descending
conveyors, can be integrated into nearly any environment and if
necessary expanded or modified.

Continental Commercial
Specialty Tires (CST) has added
the telematics ContiFlexBox
solution to its ContiPressureCheck tire air pressure inspection system. The system is made
up of a telematics box, for
example installed in the driver’s
cab of the reachstacker. It
permanently gathers tire air
pressure inspection system data,
transmitted by wireless means from pressure and temperature
sensors inside the tires. And so the driver is able to check the air
pressure and the operating temperature of all tires at any time.
Over and above this the telematics box captures a GPS signal and
therefore is in a position to determine additional data referring to
the vehicle such as location, route driven and the length of use. In
this way motor vehicle fleet managers can access the data collected
by GSM, WLAN or bluetooth as they wish.

www.ferag.com

www.continental-specialty-tires.com

Retrieving products in temperature-controlled areas without the
use of p
 ersonnel
From cardboard boxes to punnets of fruit, from plastic containers to wooden crates: The new “Automated
Case System” (ACS) from the company Witron makes it possible to respond to the needs of a business. A
central element of this solution is the ACS Stacker, which swiftly stacks a multitude of different types of load
carriers in the field of fresh goods, fruit and vegetables the way the store wants them in mixed and sturdy
units. The height of the stack of containers here is individually directed to the respective customer order.
It is possible for grocery retail stores and fresh goods merchants to store and retrieve almost their entire
product portfolio in the new Witron modular construction system in temperature-controlled areas largely
without the use of personnel.
www.witron.com

Kalmar showcased its new K-Motion solution
K-Motion is a drive train system, embedded into the programming
of the Kalmar Gloria reachstacker, increasing efficiency and
productivity by elevating uptime, ergonomics and safety, while
reducing fuel consumption and running
costs.
The solution increases precision in both
low and high drive speed modes, with
the smart control system splitting the
power to increase overall drive and lift
efficiency. The fine-tuned joystick also
delivers more precise driving. As a
result, daily operations are made safer,
so operators can focus on the task ahead
and react quickly, avoiding accidents,
damaged cargo and driver fatigue.

The first equipment that was launched with the K-Motion technology is the Kalmar Gloria DRG450 reachstacker with 6-6.5 m wheel
base, for container, intermodal and industrial handling. The
maximum engine speed 1,700 rpm
is designed to function with a lower
decibel output. Therefore, the
addition of K-Motion improves
noise reduction even further,
increasing the comfort of drivers
and people nearby. Its greener
design and lifetime value provide
savings daily.
www.kalmarglobal.com
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Field test of
Jungheinrich TFG 425
LPG fork lift truck
According to the manufacturer, the new Jungheinrich
DFG/TFG 425–435 series counterbalanced trucks are
dynamic, inexpensive and above all low-maintenance, while suited for operations in any climate
zone. We chose the TFG 425 with 2.5 ton capacity as
our test truck to see how well the series stood up to
those claims.

M

INDUSTRIAL TRUCKS

ore than a year has passed since Jungheinrich expanded its
product range by adding a series of diesel and LPG torque
converter forklifts. The premium manufacturer had come to the
conclusion that uncomplicated, IC engine fork lift trucks would
continue to enjoy strong global demand, particularly in view of
the unbroken popularity of wear-resistant diesel and LPG fork
lift trucks in countries whose production processes are not yet
up to western industrial standards.
The harsh conditions frequently encountered in those countries
require trucks with a simple design and high spare parts availability
at an attractive price. Jungheinrich‘s portfolio also includes truck
types designed for tough, long-term applications. However, those
trucks are equipped with hydrostatic drive and similar features that
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The entry / exit is generously
dimensioned, pleasantly low and
free of sharp edges
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make them too cost-intensive and advanced for the countries in
question. In addition, operators often do not do well with this type
of highly developed truck.
Jungheinrich met these challenges and after an extensive development phase introduced the TFG and DFG truck series with capacities between 2.5 and 3.5 t to the market. Although more simply
designed than other series, these trucks are still Jungheinrich at
their core. This includes our test truck, the TFG 425, with fuel gas
operated engine, triplex mast (lift height 4 700 mm) and a few extras such as a safety glass windscreen. Our test truck is also
equipped with an exhaust pipe on the counterweight, pointing upward. In the standard version the exhaust pipe is located beneath
the counterweight, making for an unrestricted rear view, but at the

There is sufficient space available to
comfortably operate the pedals, crawl speed
and brake as well as the accelerator

03

Visibility through the triplex mast is very
good. The cylinders, chains and hoses have
been positioned to optimise visibility

Lift speed with
1 650 kg load
(in cm/s)

Jungheinrich TFG 425

Average value of all
2.5 t LPG fork lift
trucks we tested

Travel speed with
1 650 kg load
(in km/h)

Acceleration over
27,2 m
(in m/s)

Practical operating
time
(in ss:mm)

57.14

17.14

7.30

05:26

56.52

18.88

7.14

05:06

same time stirring up more dust on loose surfaces due to the flow
of exhaust gas.
The test truck makes a solid but definitely not lumbering impression. Rugged, high-quality materials have been used. Our initial impression is that of a truck ideally suited for varied applications and a
long service life.

Generously designed work area

The mast functions can only be performed if the operator is sitting
in the seat. If the operator leaves the truck without the wheel stop
activated, a warning signal sounds.
The electrical wheel stop itself is operated by a switch (Image 05)
and holds the truck 100 per cent in position on the spot. The service
brake features powerful operation. The brake system consists of
multi-disc brakes immersed in an oil bath. Due to the enclosed
housing it is practically maintenance-free.

We put our TFG 425 with a capacity of 2.5 t through an extensive Convenient maintenance included
practical test. The entry / exit area of the truck (Image 01) is free
of restrictions and covered with solid plastic including an anti- Low maintenance costs in general were a prime consideration
slip profile. It provides access to a bottom plate, also spaciously in the requirements specification for the development of the
sized, with a thick rubber mat that reduces vibrations and trans- DFG/TFG series. Our test truck features excellent accessibility
mitted noise. The footwell is generously dimensioned to the engine (Image 06) and torque converter. The engine cov(Image 02) so the pedals, crawl speed
and brake as well as the accelerator can
be operated without difficulty. The tilt
Consumption per hour in l
Consumption per 100 pallets in l
angle and spring pressure of the pedals
are optimally adjusted.
The Grammer driver‘s seat features
precise adjustment and the mechanical
levers for mast and fork operation are easy
to reach. The levers are just as rugged as
the rest of the truck and are included in the
standard version. All operating concepts
20
(Solo-, Duo- and Multi-Pilot) including
9
armrest are also available for this truck
19.5
series.
8.5
19
The mast was redeveloped and optimized for visibility (Image 03). As noted
8
18.5
previously, our test truck is equipped with
18
7.5
a triplex mast with free lift and integrated
sideshift. It features excellent cushioning
17.5
and is practically torsion-free.

Reliable and easy operation
The travel direction lever of our test truck
is located on the slim, infinitely variable
steering column (Image 04). It is responsible for operation of the torque converter
and the transmission. If the operator exits
with travel direction activated, the previously set travel direction is automatically
switched back to a neutral state.

Jungheinrich TFG 425

7.93

Jungheinrich TFG 425

18.67

Average value of all
2.5 t LPG fork lift
trucks we tested

8.49

Average value of all
2.5 t LPG fork lift
trucks we tested

20.31
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04 The slim steering column (with the
travel direction lever on its left side) is
infinitely variable

05

The grey switch activates the electrical
wheel stop of the maintenance-free brake
system

er can be opened up wide and the two side elements can be removed without tools.
The bottom plate can also be removed in a few seconds simply by releasing the accelerator plug. Both the diesel and the
fuel gas variant come with a tried and tested Kubota engine. It
is quite striking how quietly and smoothly the drive works. A
decisive feature of this universal industrial motor concept is
the worldwide availability of replacement parts. The enclosed
cooling system and high degree of oil filtration ensure a high
level of availability, even under harsh conditions.

Performance profile
Our test truck was stable and sturdy in operation, lending it a
predictable quality. The truck owes its sturdiness in part to
the premium Xtreme solid rubber tyres from Solideal, which
give the truck a high degree of stability, but also produce a
light rattle when driving with unladen fork on pavement or
uneven terrain.
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The engine compartment, which houses
the economical drive, can be easily reached
without using any tools

About Jungheinrich
Jungheinrich is one of the world’s leading companies
in the industrial truck, warehousing and material flow
engineering sectors. As a manufacturing service and
solution provider in the field of intralogistics, the
company, based in Hamburg, Germany, supports its
customers with a comprehensive product range that
includes forklift trucks, shelving systems, services and
consulting. The Jungheinrich share is traded on all
German stock exchanges.

The energy consumption of the truck is in line with what has distinguished Jungheinrich for many years: economy. The consumption
of our test truck was about seven per cent less in comparison to the
average values in this class.

Conclusion

INDUSTRIAL TRUCKS

Pallets handled in 8 hours

Jungheinrich TFG 425

339

The TFG 425 is truly a truck for the world market: Uncomplicated
and rugged with the qualities you can expect from the Jungheinrich
brand. This truck is maintenance-friendly and features above-average performance. Potential improvements: a paper compartment,
possibly mast cushioning at floor level and at maximum lift and a
handgrip on the inside of the far rear roof pillar. We would also like
to see the exhaust pipe moved to the left side of the counterweight
to provide better visibility while reversing. Of course this criticism
does not apply to the standard version with the exhaust pipe mounted under the counterweight.
Text/Photos: Theo Egberts, Andersom Testing
Graphics: VFV, Sonja Schirmer

Evaluation

Average value of all 2.5 t LPG
fork lift trucks we tested
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+ Operator comfort
+ Stable and predictable handling
+ Performance
– No mast damping at floor level

Product News
Bitobox EQ: Space-saving, ergonomic
– or simply just very practical indeed
Whether for industry or commerce– with their Bitobox EQ the
company Bito has launched an ergonomic folding container onto
the market, suitable for many jobs in different lines of business.
When it is empty the robust load carrier can be folded together and
thus it reduces its volume by 75 per cent. According to use the
manufacturer fits the container with reinforced ribbed or double
bottoms. In this way the load carrier can also be used in automated
storage facilities. The new Bitobox is available in the basic size of
600 × 400 mm (23.6 × 15.7 inches) and
comes either 285 or 320 mm (11.22 or
12.6 inches) in height. Both types can
accept contents of up to 20 kg
(44 lb.), when fitted with a double
bottom of up to 50 kg (110 lb.). It
can support a superimposed load of
up to 180 kg (396 lb.).
www.bito.com

Flexco FMS secondary belt cleaners
provide high power cleaning on conveyor
belts
The blades on the FMS
secondary wipers are made of
corrosion-resistant carbide metal.
In this way Flexco wipers are
suitable for belt speeds of up to 5 m/s
(16.3 feet/sec) – and therefore for medium applications. A
self-adjusting spring-loaded device as well as the use of
vibration dampers press each individual blade onto the band
and create a constant permanent pressure. The hard, thin edges of
the metal cleaning sheets also contribute to thorough fine
cleaning. The secondary cleaner blades are available for standard
belt widths of 450 to 1,800 mm (17.7 to 70.9 inches). Further sizes
are available on request. The cleaner blades can be used in a
temperature range of between -35 and 82 °C (-31 and 180 °
Fahrenheit).
www.flexco.com

Habasit introduces belt solutions for the baking industry
The company Habasit AG supplies a large range of belt solutions which are tailored to the
exact requirements of the baking industry. The company distinguishes itself with its wide
pallet of textile based belts, modular plastic belts, plastic chains and toothed belts. The Habasit
Cleanline is an established series of polyolefin coated belts, which make increased efficiency
and greater cost savings possible. The low surface tension of the top coating supports the easy
removal of even the stickiest goods such as freshly made dough or puff pastry. In specific
baking processes Habasit Cleanline has been proven to achieve a reduction in waste of up to
80 per cent as well as significant improvements in hygiene.
www.habasit.com

Demag V-type crane wins German Design
Award 2016

Reachstacker LRS 545: The link between
the quayside and the storage area

An international panel of experts from the industry, science and
design sectors have awarded the German Design Award 2016 for
the Demag V-type crane. The panel referred to its eco-friendly
V-type design, which demonstrates “just how functional design
can be and the extent to which design applies,” in its statement on
the award. This marks the crane’s fourth leading international
design prize since it was launched at the end of 2014. The German
Design Award is given every year by the German Design Council,
which is a foundation that was initiated by the German Federal
Parliament. The panel awarded the title of
Winner to 10 products in its Industry
category. The German Design Award is
one of the best-known design competitions in the world and is held in high
regard well beyond professional circles.

The Reachstacker LRS 545 from Liebherr Maritime Crane Division
stacks up to five containers in the first row and can support up to
45 tons (49.12 US tons). In the second row the load-bearing
capacity with the same lifting height comes to 31 tons (34.17 US
tons). The Reachstacker is equipped with a
230 kW four cylinder diesel engine developed by Liebherr themselves, which
corresponds to the European
Community EU Emissions Standards
level IV / EPA Tier 4 final.
The LRS 545 can also be fitted optionally
with a hybrid Pactronic drive system. An additional
energy storage device is charged with this system
when lowering the load. The energy stored in this way
delivers an additional performance of 110 kW.

www.terex.com

www.liebherr.com
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Clean performance – electric
trucks in Turkey in operation
Starwood, the Turkish producer of chip and MDF
boards, does not only use electric trucks in an area
formerly dominated by IC trucks, but also promotes
women in a traditionally male workplace.

I

nternal logistics in the wood board industry is facing special challenges: On one hand, wood boards are so heavy that only IC forklift
trucks seemed to have sufficient goods turnover performance up to
now. On the other hand, cleanness is a top priority of most wood
products and the soot emitted by Diesel trucks is the natural opponent to this. It is an opponent that could be kept at bay by different
measures but never be wholly defeated, up to now. Because meanwhile there are appropriate soot-free solutions for such applications, and a particularly one comes from the company Still,
Hamburg/Germany.

Electrified pioneer

INDUSTRIAL TRUCKS

Late last year, the Starwood company has applied a literally clean
solution at its manufacturing location in Inegöl, Turkey. Electric
trucks type 26 RX 60 with a load capacity of seven tons prove there
that modern electric trucks can perform. In interaction with another four five-ton RX 60 trucks, four RX 60 with a load capacity of 2,5

tons and seven R07 tow tractors, the applied Still fleet moves up to
4,500 tons of wood every day. Diesel is a thing of past.
Not only are chip and MDF boards produced on the approx.
220,000 square metre company grounds: Depending on the order,
they are also coated on-site with melanin or they are painted. Approximately 25,000 boards are moved by the Still electric trucks and
tractors every day.
Firstly, the raw boards are transported from the presses into a
cooling area. From here, they are moved to the grinding area and
finally to the melanin presses. Before the finished boards are refined according to the user wishes they are transported to the block
warehouse by the R07 tractors where a quality check is carried out:
The boards are lifted by a vacuum lifter, turned by 45 degrees and
lightened by spotlights. If the trained quality team does not detect
any deviances, the boards are loaded on pallets and transported to
the block warehouse.
In the warehouse, electric seven-ton Still trucks are applied to
handle the boards. The power packs do not only organize the block
storage, but also load the lorries that move through the warehouse
on a special lane (Image 01).

More performance – lower costs
The tasks now being performed by electric tow tractors used to be
performed by conventional tractors before. Instead of the modern
RX 60 trucks, IC trucks from a South Korean manufacturer were
used. The new trucks are not only significantly more powerful, but
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Work now done by electric trucks and tractors used to be done by
Diesel trucks in the past

The trucks move up to 4,500 tons of wood
per day

also more compact, comfortable, and can be operated more precisely at the same time. This makes the work easier and safer. Another great benefit of the electric power are the operational costs.
“By rule of a thumb, the operational costs of a Diesel truck were
approximately 200 Euro per day. With the Still electric trucks, these
are only approximately 80 Euro,” says Tahir Kitpaci, head of logistics
of the Starwood plant.
And this amount does not even include the costs for maintenance
and spare parts – with IC trucks, these are generally higher than
those of electric trucks as well.
The trucks operate in three-shifts, 24 hours a day. Two batteries
per truck are sufficient to guarantee a consistent availability.
Kitapci: “One battery charge provides energy for a pproximately
eight hours of operation and then we charge it again for eight
hours”.
And even at high temperatures – in summer, raising up to as
much as 40 degrees in the warehouse – the batteries as well as the
rest of the truck technology functions absolutely reliably. Therefore, the service technician responsible for Starwood is a guest
who is welcome but seen very rarely. The electric trucks help to
save time and money also beyond the savings created by the low
operational costs: Contrary to the Diesel trucks used before, the
power packs full of energy from Still do not emit any soot. “Our
whole plant has become significantly cleaner since then, and we
could even completely cancel one work step,” says Kitapci.
In the past, Starwood had to free the wood pallets from the soot
layer caused by the Diesel trucks with a special blower. Since Still
came, saw and electrified, the blow cleaning system has had its
day. Starwood customers can rely on clean wood supplies also
without this interim step, and the Starwood employees can take a
deep breath with peace of mind (Image 02).

wood, you will frequently see female faces. Actually all the electric
trucks are operated by women. Starwood pursuits the support of
women in this occupational field and performs, amongst others,
regular special driver trainings for women to pave the way to this
working area for them. “Each of our female employees does a very
good job. Many of them come from small villages, and hence already
have experience with agricultural vehicles. Some of them work even
more carefully than their male colleagues,” Kitapci reports.
The percentage of female employees might even rise in the near
future as the company is desperately searching for support, the
wood board manufacturer is expanding. An additional logistics centre of approx. 21,000 square metres is under construction close to
the existing production plant. And here, further industrial trucks
will be needed as well.

Women’s power
Starwood proves to be an industrial pioneer also with respect to its
employees. Like in most countries, men characteristically dominate
the job outline of truck drivers and this holds true for Turkey as well.
However, if you have a look into the cabins of the Still trucks at Star-

Text/Photos: Heiko Görtz/Gerd Knehr

www.still.de

About Still
Still GmbH provides custom intralogistics solutions
worldwide featuring intelligent interactions between the
trucks and warehouse systems, software and services.
Still was founded by Hans Still in 1920, and his creativity,
entrepreneurship and dedication to quality have made
the company into a global brand. The company has a
workforce of more than 7,000 in R&D, production, sales
and service, all committed to satisfying the requirements
of their customers around the world. The key to the
company’s success are its efficient products, ranging
from industry-specific total solutions for small and large
companies to software solutions for effective warehouse
and material flows management.
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5

Reasons
why you should visit

CeMAT 2016

We have reached that time again: CeMAT – the most important trade fair in the world
for Intralogistics and Supply Chain Management will take place again this year in
Hanover, Germany. Under the main subject of “Supply Chain Solutions”, visitors and
interested parties can experience networked machines, intelligent control systems as
well as product innovations along the value chain in the period from 31st May to 3rd
June. The different areas of the exhibition will also show you five important reasons
why you should not miss CeMAT 2016 on any account.

2

1

T

he theme of the CeMAT 2016 is
“Smart Supply Chain Solutions”
and demonstrates how logistics
processes in the future can be
controlled automated and networked. The visitors are offered
enough reasons to experience the
exhibition and to make their
way to Hanover.

TRADE FAIR CEMAT 2016

Dr. Andreas Gruchow, Member
of the Board of the Deutsche
Messe AG

3
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1 EXPERIENCE THE WORLD OF

CRANES AND LIFTING EQUIPMENT
Crane manufacturers must also take the changing requirements of production and logistics into consideration, and
now present themselves in the newly conceived exhibition
area “Cranes & Lifting Equipment Pavilion” at CeMAT in
Hall27. Cranes and lifting equipment manufacturers will
demonstrate both their own competency there as well as
informing you how their products will be integrated in future
into fully networked and automated logistics chains.

2 LOGISTCS SOLUTIONS IN
PRACTICE

At the presentation “Innovative Logistics Solutions” in Hall27,
expert visitors can experience a didactic highlight. Visitors
can follow the logistics process chain station by station. The
companies exhibiting software and technical solutions in
every step of the process. The live logistics chain consists of
the fields: transport, goods inward and unloading technology,
materials handling technology, picking small components
and packaging as well as loading technology.

3TRENDS IN PACKAGING

4

TECHNOLOGY

With the trade fair duo of “Empack” and “Label&Print”, the
international trade fair organizer Easyfair strengthens the
field of packaging technology at CeMAT Hanover 2016. For
the first time «Empack»@CeMAT will present innovations in
packaging technology as a “Show-in-Show” concept and
replace the previous CeMAT field of “Pack” in Hall13. Products
and services in the special areas of packaging technology as
well as printing, labeling and processing technologies will be
displayed in an area of over 100,000 ft2.

4CO-OPERATION OF TRANSPORT
LOGISTICS PROVIDERS AND
INTRALOGISTICS

When transport service providers and Intralogistics companies collaborate, new ideas and products are formulated
which advance whole fields of industry. For this reason the
trade fair companies Deutsche Messe AG and Messe Munich
International are presenting new mobility concepts, IT
solutions and logistics services.

5 CONCENTRATED KNOWLEDGE

5

The German logistics organization BVL International is
offering an extensive supporting program of expert and
career forums. The subjects of the BVL forums are directed
towards the guide subjects of CeMAT 2016 of “Smart Supply
Chain Solutions”. Further expert forums offer interested
visitors to the trade fair unique opportunities to inform
themselves about real intralogistics problems and the
corresponding solutions from almost all areas of industry,
commerce and the service sector.
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